The demo proposal presents a Phrase based Sanskrit-Hindi (SaHiT) Statistical Machine Translation system. The system has been developed on Moses. 43k sentences of Sanskrit-Hindi parallel corpus and 56k sentences of a monolingual corpus in the target language (Hindi) have been used. This system gives 57 BLEU score.
Introduction
Sanskrit and Hindi belong to an Indo-Aryan language family. Hindi is considered to be a direct descendant of an early form of Sanskrit, through Sauraseni Prakrit and 1 speaker in India. Today Hindi is widely spoken across the country as well as in some parts of countries like Mauritius etc. According to the Census of 2001 1 , India has more than 378,000,000 Hindi speakers. The knowledge or information source can be accessed by users through translation of the texts from Sanskrit to other languages. Development of a Machine Translation (MT) system like Sanskrit-Hindi (SaHiT) MT can provide faster and easy solution for this task. Therefore, it becomes necessary that the knowledge contained in Sanskrit texts should be translated in Hindi in easy and cost-effective ways. At Present, there are many online MT systems available for Indian languages like Google, Bing Anussaraka, Anglabharati etc. but not for SanskritHindi. Even lesser work has been done for building SaHiT MT system: (a) "Development of Sanskrit Computational Tools and Sanskrit-Hindi Machine Translation System (SHMT)" 
Description of Moses based SaHiT MT System
The first step was the creation of parallel (SanskritHindi) corpus and monolingual corpus of the target language (Hindi). We prepared 43k sentences. Out of 43k, 25k sentences were collected from the Dept. of Public Relation 4 , Madhya Pradesh (MP) government and rests of the data were manually translated. The next step was the collection of a monolingual corpus and 56k sentences were crawled. The detailed statistics are presented below (Table 1) For building the system, we followed the processes of tokenization of parallel and monolingual corpus, filtering out long sentences, the creation of language and translation model, tuning, testing, automatic and human evaluation. 
Conclusion and Future work
SaHiT attempts to translate Sanskrit text into Hindi language. It gives decent results as compared to previous rule-based MT system or others. Now days it produces 91% adequacy and 66.72% fluency. In future, we will collect more data to train on NMT approach and also work on improving the translation quality of complex and long sentences, and compounding problems etc.
